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From Big Macs to iMacs
What do international
price comparisons tell us?
Jonathan Haskel and Holger Wolf
1. Introduction
International price comparisons used to be the almost exclusive preserve
of specialist statisticians. Not any more. Story after story in the UK media
compares international prices of anything from cars to CDs in the search
for evidence of “rip-off Britain”. On first sight, the hunt has yielded ample
prey: it is reported, for example, that UK car prices are so high that car
manufacturers have christened Britain “Treasure Island”.1 The charge has
not gone unanswered though: manufacturers have presented their own
studies arguing that price comparisons are hopelessly distorted by taxes,
local costs and differences between goods.2
This intense public debate prompted the UK government to commission its own detailed international price comparison (Nielsen, 2000). So
what can we learn from these studies? Are comparative price data reliable?
Are UK consumers really being ripped off?
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1

The Consumers’ Association, <http://www.which.net/campaigns/britishripoff/myth_three.html>. Comparative
price data for cars are provided by the EU. For the latest data (November 1999) see
<http://europa.eu.int/comm/dg04/aid/en/car199911.pdf>.
2
The UK retailer Dixons commissioned Arthur Anderson to investigate relative prices of PCs and electrical
goods in the UK and Europe (“Electrical Products Pricing Survey Finds prices in the UK are not systematically
higher than the rest of Europe”, Press Release 19th July 1999, www.dixons.ac.uk).
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Table 1 International price comparisons

London/UK
Paris/France
Madrid/Spain
Rome/Italy
Frankfurt/Germany
Stockholm/Sweden
Washington/USA

1
Big Macs
(US$, 1999)

2
Apple iMAC
(Euros, 1999)

3
Cars
(Index,1992)

4
Car Rental
(Euros, 1999)

5
CDs
(£s, 1993)

3.07
2.87
2.43
2.50
2.72
2.88
2.43

1358.57
1523.10
–
1549.37
1533.50
–
1202.77

110
100
–
107
102
–
–

76.56
80.66
66.03
84.57
54.00
100.03
66.5

10.34
11.89
–
–
10.82
–
9.69

Notes and sources: Column 1: BigMac prices, by country. Source: the Economist, April 3rd 1999. Column 2: iMac prices, by stores in city
shown. Source DKBR (1999). Column 3: Car prices, interpolated from Goldberg and Verboheven (1998), approximate prices correcting for car
features, for 1992 by country. Index, France equal to 100 Column 4: Per day car hire for Economy car, 2 door, manual gears, no airbag, with
insurance, by city shown. Source: DKBR (1999) Column 5: CD prices: average price of No.1 CD by country. Source MMC (1994, p.309)

2. The evidence
Table 1 sets out some typical findings reported in the press. Column 1
shows the what is perhaps the longest established international price indicator, namely the Big Mac index. This is published annually by The
Economist, with all local prices translated into US$ using the current
exchange rate. As the table shows, prices vary substantially across countries: the cheapest Big Macs can be found in the US, while burgers in the
UK are particularly pricey. Column 2 shows what we shall call the iMac
index, the Euro prices of Apple iMacs. Once again the US is the bargain
basement, but although the EU prices are systematically more expensive
than the US, the UK price is far from the most expensive in the EU.
Column 3 sets out comparative data on cars, perhaps the most contentious
product in the UK debate at least. Here the UK seems consistently more
expensive than the EU. By contrast, the cost of renting a car, column 4, is
about in the middle range in the UK, with Stockholm the most expensive.
Finally, column 5 shows the 1993 sterling costs of CDs taken from a 1994
Monopolies and Mergers Commission report (MMC, 1994). Once again,
the US is the cheapest whilst prices in Britain are in fact the lowest in the
EU.
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